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"I Want to Go Home Now"

Lyric by
JOHN KENDRICK BANGS.

Music by
MANUEL KLEIN.

Andante semplice.

Piano.

take me back to those old days a thousand years ago,
Oh
take me back to old New-York a thousand years ago,
Oh
take me back to old New-port a thousand years ago,
Oh

take me back to those old days a thousand years ago,
When
take me back to old New-York a thousand years ago,
When
take me back to old New-port a thousand years ago,
When

spite of all their crooked ways, a thousand years ago,
Oh
Teddy ruled and boomed the stork, a thousand years ago,
Oh
beans were fresh and bread was brown, a thousand years ago,
Oh

spite of all their crooked ways, a thousand years ago,
I
Teddy ruled and boomed the stork, a thousand years ago,
I
beans were fresh and bread was brown, a thousand years ago,
I
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give me back Manhattan fair, oh set me down most any where, and
give me back the days so glad when Fads and Fancies could be had at
want to read those magazines that tell us how the big sardines made
want to watch the daily lives of those who, when the time arrives, get

fill my lungs with Subway air; A thousand years ago. I
fifteen hundred plunks per Fad; A thousand years ago. I
gold with watered Ker-o-sene; A thousand years ago. I
married to their neighbor's wife; A thousand years ago. I

REFRAIN.

want to go home now, indeed I do;
I'm anxious to roam now away from you.
You're awfully kind folks, but yet 'tis true,
I want to go home now, indeed I do.
CHORUS.

We want to go home now, indeed we do. We're anxious to roam now away from you. You're
awfully kind folks, but yet 'tis true,
We want to go home now, indeed we do.